
About the Book

The Chief Information Security Officer's (CISO) Toolkit is a collection of
books and software for the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) of
a substantial enterprise. Information Security Awareness Basics
provides a standardized basic security awareness program for
deployment across an enterprise in booklet form.

• For small enterprises: the awareness booklet can be deployed
by purchasing copies for all workers and briefing them on
differences between the booklet and internal rules.

• For larger enterprises: the awareness booklet can be
customized to your needs and deployed across the enterprise,
complete with your logos, custom questions and exams for
enterprise feedback, and adding or removing elements of the
program as desired.

• For the largest enterprises: The awareness booklet can be
licensed for internal-only on-line use and configured as a set of
training modules within existing automated workflow systems.

Fred Cohen & Associates also licenses the use of this material along
with customizations and provides complete awareness programs.

About the Author

Fred Cohen is best known as the inventor of computer virus defense
techniques, the principal investigator whose team defined the
information assurance problem as it relates to critical infrastructure
protection today, as a seminal researcher in the use of deception for
information protection, and as a top flight information protection
consultant. But his work on information protection extends far beyond
these areas. He has written hundreds of books and papers, spoken at
conferences all over the world, taught courses in universities and short
courses to corporate audiences for many years, and regularly
participates in many different professional activities. With more than 25
years of experience and a global reputation for integrity, accuracy, and
innovation, Fred Cohen is widely considered one of the world's leading
authorities in information protection.

For more information and to try out some of the more interesting
analytical tools created by Dr. Cohen, visit his Web site at http://all.net/
or contact him via email.
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